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Abstract. It is widely believed that road traffic as a whole self-adapts to the current situation to make travel times shorter by avoiding congestions, if the autonomously operating navigation devices exploit real-time traffic information. The classical theoretical models do not have definite answer if car navigation based on real-time data is able to self-adapt and produce better traffic, or not. The novel theoretical approach to study this belief is the online routing game model. Current commercial car navigation systems are modelled with the class of simple naive online routing games. It is already proved that simple naive online routing games may show undesirable phenomena. One of the approaches to improve car navigation is intention-propagation-based prediction, where agents share their intention, and can forecast future travel times. In this paper we prove that in spite of exploiting this type of prediction in online routing games, the phenomena studied in simple naive online routing games are still possible, although in a different way. With these theoretical results we point out hitherto hidden pivotal phenomena of intention-propagation-based prediction in collective adaptive systems.
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1. Introduction. Current road traffic navigation systems have access to real-time data, and they can be regarded as autonomously self-adapting navigation systems. They are autonomous, because everyday traffic is not coordinated by a centralized system, and the traffic participants make their own autonomous decisions based on their intentions and the information available for them locally. This means that instead of centralized decision making, we have a collective of autonomous distributed decision makers, i.e. a multi-agent system. In this aspect autonomy refers to the autonomous route planning by the navigation devices in the individual cars, instead of following the instructions of some centralized planner. Even if the traffic was coordinated by a centralized system, there would be the question whether the individual traffic participants would conform to its instructions. Current navigation systems are self-adapting as well, because the navigation devices in the cars can get up-to-date information on the current status of the traffic, like the current travel time on each road, indicating the current situation of the traffic that needs to be adapted to. The routing algorithms implemented in the navigation devices must be able to utilize this real-time data to self-heal the global traffic, for example if a road becomes congested then the navigation devices autonomously tell the individual cars how to adapt to the current traffic situation, and send the cars to less congested roads. Ultimately, road traffic guided by navigation devices that utilize real-time data is a collective adaptive system.

Although current navigation systems are already able to utilize real-time data for route planning, these systems were implemented without clearly understanding how real-time data impacts traffic as a whole, and how real-time data affects the above mentioned autonomous and self-adaptation aspects of navigation systems. Note that in this paper we focus on online-data-based self-adaptation. This is different from self-adaptation based on previous experiences, like, for example, in the case of route selection from home to work based on the experience of the previous day.

Autonomous agents of car navigation devices have access to online real-time data, and they create plans how to achieve their goals in an environment where they jointly utilize resources that become more costly as more agents use them. For example, the online data are the current travel times on roads, the goal is to get to a destination, the created plan is the travel route from the starting point to the destination, the jointly utilized resources are the roads, the cost of resource utilization is the travel time on the road, and the travel time on a road increases when more cars are on that road. Agents are dynamically arriving and departing. The plans are created by exploiting online data that describe the current status and the current cost of the resources. There
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is uncertainty about the feasible decision of an agent, because the cost of the resources will change by the time
the agent starts to use them: departing agents will release the resources, agents simultaneously creating their
plans will influence each others’ costs, and agents arriving later may also influence the costs of the resources
used by agents already executing their plans.

We do not know much about the benefit of real time information, not to mention how to optimize route
planning based on real-time data to make the traffic self-adapt to the current situation, and self-heal itself.
The novel online routing game model [1] is a theoretical model to formally investigate if autonomously self-
adapting car navigation produces better traffic, or not. There is need for such theoretical studies, because
driverless autonomous cars are being designed, and online navigation devices based on the (possibly multiple
objective [2]) shortest path search strategy are widely installed in many cars. Shortest path search is basically
the same as the simple naive strategy that was discussed in [1], and it was proved that if car navigation devices
use shortest path search, and exploit real-time data, then the traffic may show undesirable phenomena.

In order to improve the simple naive strategy, the approach of intention propagation was proposed in the
anticipatory vehicle routing game model using delegate multi-agent systems [3]. In this paper we take the online
routing game model of [1], refine it, and then we extend this model to formally investigate and prove some of the
properties of the usage of intention-propagation-based prediction in car navigation systems. These investigations
are on the formal model level, so the results are valid for any online routing game using intention-propagation-
based prediction, including real-time data based car navigation and traffic. The intention-propagation-based
prediction can be implemented with or without bio-inspired design patterns [17] as long as they conform to the
theoretical model. We do not deal with the implementation of intention-propagation-based prediction, therefore
we are not investigating if its implementation can scale with the number of nodes, which may be hundreds or
thousands in practice. We assume that intention-propagation-based prediction is somehow implemented, and
we are investigating its benefits on the theoretical level.

In the next section we discuss related work and how we advance the state of the art, in Sect. 3 we shortly
explain and refine the online routing game model, in Sect. 4 we summarise the intention-propagation-based pre-
diction approach, in Sect. 5 we prove four properties of online routing games which exploit intention-propagation-
based prediction, and finally in Sect. 6 we conclude our work.

2. Related Work. Several authors investigated with simulation tools how the traffic would self-adapt if
the majority of vehicles used online traffic information for route planning, and they concluded that online data
has to be used carefully. A simple scenario consisting of two parallel routes was investigated in [4], and the
simulations showed that online information often leads to oscillations in the number of cars on the routes, the
velocity, and travel times, which lead to worse overall performance. In the discussion, the authors conclude
that one of the reasons for the oscillations is that the real-time information reflects the state of the network
some time ago. Another reason for the oscillation is that the agents do not coordinate their actions. In order to
improve these, the authors advise the usage of anticipatory traffic forecast based on the broadcast route choice
of the agents, which basically means that the agents share or propagate their intentions.

Anticipation [14] is essential to multi-agent systems in order to be able to behave proactively, and adapt to
changing situations. Several design patterns were studied [15] to help the systematic design of self-organising
emergent systems that show anticipatory behaviour. Many of these design patterns are inspired by biological
systems [16], which are well suited to design pervasive service ecosystems like crowd steering [18]. Among the
bio-inspired design patterns [17], the digital pheromone pattern and the evaporation pattern are the two most
relevant to implement intention propagation. The online routing game model of this paper abstracts away from
these design patterns, and models the mechanisms of these design patterns with the ability of the agents of the
self-organising system to spread their truthful intentions, and the ability of the infrastructure layer to compute
the future status of the system as a result of the intended actions of the agents (see Sect. 4 and the beginning
of Sect. 5).

An empirical intention propagation system using such design patterns was elaborated in the anticipatory
vehicle routing simulation system using delegate multi-agent systems [3]. This simulated distributed delegate
multi-agent system is able to forecast future traffic conditions based on the broadcast intention of the vehicle
agents. This forecast information is then used by the vehicle agent to make routing decisions. The approach was
evaluated in a simulated network of Leuven, using a statistical approach, and the authors concluded that the
use of forecast data results in shorter trip durations than the use of real-time data from Traffic Message Channel (TMC). The statistical approach took into account the trip durations from the anticipatory route planning and the mean values of a perceived distribution. The extreme values of trip durations were not included in the evaluation. The authors claim that the forecast data not only allow drivers to avoid existing congestions, but prevents them from forming congestion as well. The authors admit that providing efficient and stable routes to vehicles will be challenging, even with the use of intention propagation.

Simulations are good for initial evaluations of the approaches, but we can expect a complete evaluation only from theoretical models. The most relevant model is algorithmic game theory, which studies networks with source routing (Sect. 18 in [5]), where end users simultaneously choose full routes for their traffic, and the traffic is routed in a congestion sensitive manner. The algorithmic game theory investigations of the routing game problem revealed important basic properties, like the conditions for the existence of equilibrium, or the limit on the "price of anarchy". However the algorithmic game theory model contains assumptions which do not hold in traffic routing using real-time data. These assumptions are: a) the throughput characteristic of the network does not change with time, and the agents know the characteristic functions; b) the agents simultaneously decide their optimal route; and c) the outcome travel time for a given agent depends on the choice of all the agents and the characteristic of the network, but not on the trip schedule of the other agents.

The issue of traffic dynamism is studied in the field of dynamic traffic assignment [6], but there they investigate the time-varying properties of traffic flow, whereas here we assume that the traffic flow is constant, and only the cost functions may change. In our investigations the critical issue is the sequential decision making of the autonomous agents, which self-adapt to the observed real-time status of the world. This is partly handled by online mechanism design [9].

The novel online routing game model [1] has less restrictive assumptions than the routing game model, and the online routing game approach more realistically models traffic routing based on real-time data by combining the algorithmic game theory approach with the approaches of online algorithms [10] and online mechanism design. Online routing games are different from resource allocation or minority games [11], which are simultaneous one shot or repeated simultaneous games where there might be some coordination among some of the agents. In contrast, online routing games are continuous and non-cooperative games exploiting real-time data. Online routing games are classified [1] into different classes depending on the decision strategies used by the agents. Commercial car navigation software use shortest path search in the road network, possibly taking into account real time traffic data and modifying the static data with the online information about the actual traffic delays. This decision strategy is the simple naive strategy studied theoretically in [1]. It was proved that stability is not guaranteed in the class of simple naive online routing games, and it may happen in some networks that a single flow enters the network, and on some edge inside the network the flow is bigger than the one that entered the network. It was proved that the worst case benefit of online data in some networks may be bigger than one, which means that the worst case travel time with online data may be more than the travel time without online data.

The online routing game model allows the agents to exploit the services of an "advisory" like the intention-propagation-based forecast of the delegate multi-agent system in [3] or the central planner in the PLANETS system [12]. In this paper we advance the state of the art by formally investigating the usage of intention-propagation-based prediction in online routing games, and proving four properties of the class of simple naive intention propagation online routing games. Specifically we prove that in spite of using intention-propagation-based prediction, in some online routing games a single flow that entered the network may become bigger on some edge inside the network, the traffic may fluctuate, the worst case benefit of online data may be bigger than one, i.e. it may be a "price", and this price may be arbitrarily large. By these theoretical results, we pinpoint the front lines of future research on self-adapting autonomous traffic systems.

3. Formal Analysis with Online Routing Games. The online routing game model of [1] is a combination of the algorithmic game theory model of the routing problem and the online mechanisms. The online routing game model resembles the algorithmic game theory routing game model in the concepts of flow, cost, and resources, and it resembles the model of online mechanisms in the sequences of time periods and decisions. A $T$ time unit is introduced, because the costs of the resources depend on the rate of their utilization. The online routing game model of [1] needs some additional refinements, which were not relevant in [1], but are
needed here, so we refine the model of [1] in the following. The online routing game model is the sextuple $(t, T, G, c, r, k)$, where

- $t = \{1, 2, \ldots\}$ is a sequence of equal time periods.
- $T$ is a natural number, and $T$ time periods give one time unit (e.g. one minute).
- $G$ is a directed multi-graph\footnote{In this model the graph $G$ may contain parallel edges.} $G = (V, E)$ with vertex set $V$ and edge set $E$ where each $e \in E$ is characterized by a cost function $c_e$ and a a time gap $gap_e$.
- $c$ is the cost function of $G$ with $c_e : R^+ \to R^+$ for each edge $e$ of $G$, and it maps the flow\footnote{The flow consists of units, called agents, that enter the network in one of the time periods.} $f_e(\tau)$ (that enters the edge $e$ at time $\tau$) to the travel time on the edge. $c_e$ for the agent entering the edge $e$ is never less than the remaining cost of any other agent already utilizing that edge increased with a time gap\footnote{In this model cars cannot overtake the cars already on the road and there is a time gap, i.e. minimum "following distance".} $gap_e$, which is specific to edge $e$. The value of the flow $f_e(\tau)$ is the number of agents that entered the edge $e$ between $\tau - T$ (inclusive) and $\tau$ (non-inclusive). If two agents enter an edge exactly at the same time $\tau$, then one of them (randomly selected) suffers a delay $gap_e$, which is part of its cost on edge $e$, and its remaining cost is determined at the delayed time, so its cost on edge $e$ will be $gap_e + c_e(f_e(\tau + gap_e))$. The cost functions are nonnegative, continuous, and nondecreasing. The cost functions have a constant part which does not depend on the flow on the edge, and a variable part which depends on the flow on the edge. The variable part is not known to any of the actors of the model until an agent exits an edge, and reports it.
- $r$ is the total flow given by a vector of flows with $r_i$ denoting the flow aiming for a trip $P_i$ from a source vertex $s_i$ of $G$ to a target vertex $t_i$ of $G$. The flow $r_i$ is given by $T \div n_i$ where $n_i \in [1, \ldots, T]$ is a natural number constant, meaning that the following distance of the agents of the flow $r_i$ are $n_i$ time periods. Thus the value of $r_i$ is between 1 and $T$. (Note that $T$ and the time unit to be modelled by $T$, have to be selected according to the flow values to be modelled.)
- $k = (k^1, k^2, \ldots)$ is a sequence of decision vectors with decision vector $k^t = (k_1^t, k_2^t, \ldots)$ made in time period $t$. $k_1^t$ is the decision made by the agent of the flow $r_i$ in time period $t$. The decision $k_1^t$ is how the trip $P_i$ is routed on a single path of the paths leading from $s_i$ to $t_i$. The actual cost of a path $(e_1, e_2, e_3, \ldots)$ for a flow starting at time $\tau$ is $c_{e_1}(f_{e_1}(\tau)) + c_{e_2}(f_{e_2}(\tau + c_{e_1}(f_{e_1}(\tau)))) + c_{e_3}(f_{e_3}(\tau + c_{e_1}(f_{e_1}(\tau)))) + \ldots$, because the actual cost of an edge is determined at the time when the flow enters the edge.

The actual cost of the edges become known for the agents in the system only when an agent reports its actual cost. Because agents do not report cost values in each time step, the agents interested in the cost values must decrease the last reported value by taking into account the time elapsed since the last reporting event (it is similar to the pheromone evaporation in [13]).

With the online routing game model, we can investigate formally if the agents are better off by making decisions based on online real-time data, or not. In the algorithmic game theory model, if there is equilibrium then the price of anarchy is the ratio between the equilibrium and the optimum. It was proved in [1] that equilibrium is not guaranteed in simple naive online routing games, therefore the equilibrium cannot be used to define the benefit of real-time data in online routing games. In order to be able to compare the costs of the agent system using online data with the costs of the agent system not using online data, three kinds of benefit of online data were defined [1] for the worst, average, and best cases.

**Definition 3.1.** The worst/average/best case benefit of online real time data at a given flow is the ratio between the cost of the maximum/minimum, correspondingly) cost of the flow and the cost of the same flow with an oracle using the same decision making strategy with only the constant part of the cost functions.

The agents are happy with online-data if the benefit values are below one. If the worst case benefit of online data is above 1, then the agents may be sometimes worse off by utilizing online data than without online data. If the best case benefit of online data is above 1, then the agents are always worse off by utilizing online data than without online data.

It is important to note here that most of the reported empirical evaluation of the different navigation systems based on real-time data focused on the average travel times, with an analysis of the distribution (for
example [3]), but did not include the determination of the maximum travel time. In our view this approach is
good from the statistical point of view, but the users of a navigation system based on real-time data would
be interested in the extreme values as well. In a practical setting, if a user experiences at least once that the
travel time based on real-time data is, lets say, ten times longer than the travel time without real-time data,
then, in our view, this user would never use the navigation system based on real-time data again. Therefore
the evaluation of the navigation systems should include the worst case benefit defined in [1]. As we mentioned
earlier, the formal analysis of the class of simple naive online routing games proved that the users of the typical
commercial navigation systems in some networks may be sometimes worse off by using real-time data than by
not using real-time data.

4. Intention-Propagation-Based Prediction. As it was noted in [3] and [4], one of the disadvantages of
the class of simple naive online routing games is that they react upon traffic congestions only after the congestions
have occurred, and they do not try to prevent them. In order to alleviate this problem, anticipatory [14] vehicle
routing is implemented in the simulation environment of [3] which uses the individual planned routes of the
agents to forecast future traffic density. Every vehicle is represented by a vehicle agent running on a smart
device inside the vehicle. Vehicle agents communicate with the delegate multi-agent system (delegate MAS).
The delegate MAS is implemented with the usage of different bio-inspired design patterns [17]. The delegate
MAS represents the traffic environment, and it is able to make forecast of future traffic density based on the
current traffic situation and the planned routes of the vehicles. The delegate MAS provides the traffic forecast
back to the vehicle agents, which use this information to plan their trip. Fig. 4.1 shows how the delegate MAS
and the vehicle agents interact in this intention propagation process. We are using this abstraction in our
model, because it is independent from the actual implementation of the traffic forecaster as long as the traffic
forecaster computes the forecasts in accordance with the planned routes of the vehicles.

The delegate MAS of [3] can predict future travel times based on the intention notifications that it has
received from all vehicle agents. The delegate MAS has a parametrised model that describes the relationship
between the travel time and the intention notifications. The parameters are continuously updated, based on
both historical and real-time data, so basically the delegate MAS computes the cost functions of the online
routing game model with the ability to handle varying cost functions.

If the predicted future travel times show that a new travel route is preferable, then the vehicle agent is free
to change its route plan. If the vehicle agent changes its route plan, then it notifies the delegate MAS of its
change of intention. The old intention is then invalidated, and the new intention is registered in the delegate
MAS.

Although the vehicle agent could use several strategies to revise its intention, the decision strategy is not
detailed in [3], so we assume that vehicle agents always select the shortest travel time. This route selection
strategy is called simple naive decision strategy in the online routing game model.

5. Intention-Propagation-Based Prediction in Online Routing Games. Now we are going to use
the above anticipatory vehicle routing system to define and formally analyse the class of online routing games
that use intention-propagation-based prediction in their decision mechanism. We call this class of online routing
games simple naive intention propagation online routing games.

**Definition 5.1.** Simple naive intention propagation online routing games (SNIP online routing games) are online routing games where

- the decision making agents of the flows are the vehicle agents of the anticipatory vehicle routing system,
- the delegate MAS of the anticipatory vehicle routing system predicts the travel times for each path of
  the trip $P$, based on the planned routes of the agents currently in the system,
and the decision $k_i^t$ is to select the path with the shortest travel time among the predicted travel times on the different paths of the trip $P_i$.

The vehicle agent notify the delegate MAS of its selected path, and the delegate MAS remembers this selection while the vehicle agent is in the road network, and the delegate MAS invalidates it when the vehicle agent exits the network.

Note that SNIP online routing games are a little bit different from the anticipatory vehicle routing system of [3], because the SNIP vehicle agents select their route when they enter the road network, and, in accordance with the online routing game model, they do not revise it during the trip. In the future, we may develop a dynamic version of the online routing game model to be able to model dynamic re-routing. The reasoning of the SNIP online routing game agent is thus the following:

**Reasoning of the vehicle agent in the SNIP online routing game**

1: // Get the predicted travel times
2: routes := getAlternatives(source,target)
3: // Select the shortest path
4: selectedRoute := choose_shortest(routes)
5: intention := selectedRoute
6: // Propagate the current intention
7: propagateIntention(intention)
8: // Instruct the driver to destination
9: instructDriver(intent)

We assume that agents signal their intentions truthfully. We do not know if truthfulness is individually rational or not, but in the future, the SNIP online routing game model may be used to investigate this question as well. At this time, we want to investigate if the additional information about the cognitive state of the agents already in the network helps, or not. When the agents enter the network of the SNIP online routing game, they base their decisions not only on the current status of the network (the travel times on roads), but also on the current cognitive status of the agents (the intentions of the agents) already in the network.

We investigate the class of SNIP online routing games with formal methods to see if the properties of the SNIP online routing games are different from the properties of the simple naive online routing games, or not. In SNIP online routing games the agents receive a prediction of future traffic, so we would expect that this additional information can be used to improve the properties of simple naive online routing games. Unfortunately intention-propagation-based prediction does not eliminate fully the "single flow intensification" problem, as the next Theorem shows.

**Theorem 5.1.** There are simple naive intention propagation online routing games, where the total traffic flow has only one incoming flow, i.e. $r = (r_1)$, however the flow on some of the edges sometimes may be more than $r_1$.

**Proof.** We are going to show how this happens in the SNIP online routing game $SN_1 = (t, T, G, r, c, k)$ which is described as follows. $T = 10$, modelling one time unit\(^4\). The network $G$ is given as a three node directed graph with $V = \{v_1, v_2, v_3\}$ and $E = \{e_1, e_2, e_3\}$ as shown in Fig. 5.1. Note that the edges $e_1$ and $e_2$ are parallel, but have different cost functions. The cost function $c$ of the road network is $c_{e_1} = 10 + x$, $c_{e_2} = 10.5 + x$, and $c_{e_3} = 1 + x$, where $x$ is the total incoming flow on the edge. The total traffic flow is $r = (r_1)$ with $r_1 = 1$ on the trip $P_1$ from the source vertex $v_1$ to the target vertex $v_3$ of $G$. The trip $P_1$ has the set of paths $\{p_1, p_2\}$, where $p_1 = (e_1, e_3)$ and $p_2 = (e_2, e_3)$.

\(^4\)In this case, the time unit consists of 10 time steps, so time 1 is at time step 10.
Table 5.1 shows the predictions, the path selections and the actual travel times for the first five agents of
the flow $r_1$. The first column of the table is the start time of the given agent of $r_1$. Because $r_1 = 1$, one agent
starts at the beginning of each time unit. The second column is the path for which the predictions are shown
in the third and fourth column. The third column shows the predicted arrival time at vertex $v_2$ and the fourth
column shows the predicted arrival time at vertex $v_3$. The fifth column shows the path selected by the given
agent of $r_1$ based on the prediction. The sixth column shows the actual arrival time at vertex $v_3$, and the last
column shows the actual travel time of the given agent. The boldface figures show the actual arrival times. The
actual arrival time at vertex $v_2$ must always be the same as one of the predicted arrival times, because vertex
$v_2$ is always the end vertex of the first edge of the path. This is why the actual arrival time at vertex $v_2$ is
boldfaced in the third column.

The predictions for the agent starting at time 0 are based on the fixed parts of the cost functions, because
the edges are empty. So the predicted travel time on $e_1$ is 10, on $e_2$ it is 10.5, and on $e_3$ it is 1. Thus the
predicted arrival times at vertex $v_2$ are 10 on path $(e_1, e_3)$ and 10.5 on path $(e_2, e_3)$. The predicted arrival times
at vertex $v_3$ are 11 on path $(e_1, e_3)$, and 11.5 on path $(e_2, e_3)$. The predicted fastest path is $(e_1, e_3)$, so this
agent of the flow selects this path. The next agent of the flow starts at time 1, and it cannot enter $e_3$ before
time 11, so the agents starting at time 1 and later cannot interfere with the agent starting at time 0, and the
actual arrival times of the agent starting at time 0 are the same as the predicted arrival times on path $(e_1, e_3)$.

The predictions for the agent starting at time 1 are more complex, because the previous agent influences
the travel time on one of the roads. The predicted travel time on $e_1$ is 11, because the agent starting at time
0 entered this road 1 time unit before. The predicted travel time on $e_2$ is 10.5, because this road is empty. Thus the predicted arrival times at vertex $v_2$ are 12 on path $(e_1, e_3)$ and time 12.5 on path $(e_2, e_3)$. The predicted travel time on $e_3$ on path $(e_1, e_3)$ is 1, because the agent starting at time 1 is predicted to enter $e_3$ on
this path at time 12, which is more than 1 time unit later than the previous agent. Thus the predicted arrival
at vertex $v_3$ on path $(e_1, e_3)$ is 13. The predicted travel time on $e_3$ on path $(e_2, e_3)$ is 1 too, because the
agent starting at time 1 is predicted to enter $e_3$ at time 11.5 which is more than 1 time unit later than the
previous agent. Thus the predicted arrival time at vertex $v_3$ on path $(e_2, e_3)$ is 12.5. The predicted arrival times
at vertex $v_3$ are 13 on path $(e_1, e_3)$ and 12.5 on path $(e_2, e_3)$. The predicted fastest path is $(e_2, e_3)$, so this agent
of the flow selects this path.

The predicted travel time for the agent starting at time 2 on $e_1$ is 10, because the last agent entered this
road more than 1 time unit before. The predicted travel time on $e_2$ is 11.5, because the agent starting at time 1
entered this road 1 time unit before. Thus the predicted arrival times at vertex $v_2$ are 12 on path $(e_1, e_3)$
and time 13.5 on path $(e_2, e_3)$. The predicted travel time on $e_3$ on path $(e_1, e_3)$ is 2, because the agent starting
at time 2 is predicted to enter $e_3$ on this path at time 12, and one agent entered $e_3$ within 1 time unit. Thus
time 2 is predicted to enter $e_3$ at time 12, and one agent entered $e_3$ within 1 time unit. Thus the predicted arrival time at vertex $v_3$ on path $(e_1, e_3)$ is 14. The predicted travel time on $e_3$ on path $(e_2, e_3)$ is
1, because the agent starting at time 2 is predicted to enter $e_3$ at time 13.5 which is more than 1 time unit later
than the previous agent. Thus the predicted arrival time at vertex $v_3$ on path $(e_2, e_3)$ is 14.5. The predicted

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Start at $v_1$</th>
<th>Path</th>
<th>Predicted at $v_2$</th>
<th>Predicted at $v_3$</th>
<th>Selected path at $v_3$</th>
<th>Actual at $v_3$</th>
<th>Travel time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>13.5</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>$(e_1, e_3)$</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>$(e_2, e_3)$</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The agent starting at time 2 enters edge \( e_2 \) at time 12, and it does not interfere with the agent starting at time 1, so the actual arrival times of the agent starting at time 1 are the same as its predicted arrival times on path \((e_2, e_3)\).

The predicted travel time for the agent starting at time 3 on edge \( e_1 \) is 10, because the agent starting at time 2 entered this road 1 time unit before. Thus the predicted travel time on edge \( e_2 \) is 0, because the agent starting at time 2 entered this road 1 time unit before. Thus the predicted arrival time at vertex \( v_2 \) is 10 on path \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) and time 13.5 on path \((e_2, e_3)\). The predicted travel time on edge \( e_3 \) on both paths is 1, because the agent starting at time 3 is predicted to enter edge \( e_3 \) on this path at time 13.5 or later, which is more than 1 time unit later than the previous agent that started at time 1 (and is predicted to enter edge \( e_3 \) at time 12). Thus the predicted arrival time at vertex \( v_3 \) on path \((e_1, e_2, e_3)\) is 15, and the predicted arrival time at vertex \( v_3 \) on path \((e_2, e_3)\) is 14.5. The predicted fastest path is \((e_2, e_3)\), so this agent of the flow selects this path.

The agent starting at time 3 enters edge \( e_3 \) at time 13.5 and does not interfere with the agent starting at time 2, so the actual arrival times of the agent starting at time 2 are the same as its predicted arrival times on path \((e_1, e_3)\).

The rows for the agent starting at time 4 can be filled out with similar reasoning as the rows for the agent starting at time 2.

As Table 5.1 shows, the agent starting at time 1 and the agent starting at time 2 arrive at vertex \( v_2 \) and enter edge \( e_3 \) at time 11.5 and 12 correspondingly. The agent starting at time 3 and the agent starting at time 4 enter edge \( e_3 \) within one time unit as well. This means that, from time to time, two agents enter edge \( e_3 \) within one time unit, therefore the flow on edge \( e_3 \) will be 2 for a while, which is more than \( r_1 = 1 \).

The above Theorem 5.1 shows that "single flow intensification" may happen in some SNIP online routing games, but it does not happen the same way as in simple naive online routing games. Prediction helps to share the resources, and the flow alternates between the parallel roads \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \). Because of this, we cannot prove the same way as it is done in [1] that the worst case benefit of online data in SNIP online routing games may be more than 1. We are giving below an alternative proof in Theorem 5.2 for this.

**Theorem 5.2.** There are simple naive intention propagation online routing games where the worst case benefit of online real-time data is greater than 1.

**Proof.** We are going to show how this is possible in the SNIP online routing game \( SN_2 = (t, T, G, r, c, k) \) which is described as follows. \( T = 10 \), modelling one time unit. The network \( G \) is given as a four node directed graph with \( V = \{v_0, v_1, v_2, v_3\} \) and \( E = \{e_1, e_2, e_3, e_4\} \). \( G \) and its edges are shown in Fig. 5.2. Note that the edges \( e_3 \) and \( e_4 \) are parallel, but have different cost functions. The cost function \( c \) of the road network is \( c_{e_1} = 1 \), \( c_{e_2} = 1, c_{e_3} = 10 + x \), and \( c_{e_4} = 10.5 + 10 \times x \), where \( x \) is the total incoming flow on the edge. The total traffic flow is \( r = (r_1, r_2) \) with \( r_1 = 1 \) on the trip \( P_1 \) from source vertex \( v_0 \) to target vertex \( v_3 \) of \( G \) and \( r_2 = 1 \) on the trip \( P_2 \) from source vertex \( v_1 \) to target vertex \( v_3 \) of \( G \). The trip \( P_1 \) has the set of paths \( \{p_1, p_2\} \), where \( p_1 = (e_1, e_3) \) and \( p_2 = (e_1, e_4) \). The trip \( P_2 \) has the set of paths \( \{p_3, p_4\} \), where \( p_3 = (e_2, e_3) \) and \( p_4 = (e_2, e_4) \).

![Fig. 5.2. The network of the SNIP online routing game SN2.](image-url)

In order to compute the benefit of online data, we first determine the non-online cost of the flow \( r \) with an oracle using the SNIP decision making strategy but using only the constant part of the cost functions. In this case the predicted cost is the constant part of the cost functions, and the agents always select the shortest path based on the constant part of the cost functions. Thus flow \( r_1 \) always goes on the path \( p_1 = (e_1, e_3) \), and flow \( r_2 \) always goes on the path \( p_2 = (e_1, e_4) \). The flow on edge \( e_3 \) will be 2, because one agent from \( r_1 \) and one agent from \( r_2 \) arrive at \( v_2 \) in every time unit, and one of them enters \( e_3 \) immediately, and the other one with \( gap_{e_3} \) delay. We define \( SN_2 \) with \( gap_{e_3} < T \). So the cost of path \( p_1 = (e_1, e_3) \) is \( c_{p_{oracle}} = 1 + 10 + 2 = 13 \) and the cost

of path \( p_3 = (e_2, e_3) \) is \( c_{plonline} = 1 + 10 + 2 = 13 \). The total cost of the flow \( r \) is \( c_{roracle} = 1 \times 13 + 1 \times 13 = 26 \) with the non-online oracle.

Now we are going to prove that the cost of the flow \( r \) may be above 26 in the SNIP online routing game \( SN_2 \). When the flow \( r \) starts to flow at time step \( t = 0 \), the traffic forecaster will predict 10 for the cost of \( e_3 \) and 10.5 for the cost of \( e_4 \), so both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) will select the edge \( e_3 \). The flows propagate their intentions, so the traffic forecaster will know that a flow of 2 agents will enter edge \( e_3 \) from time step \( t = 10 \) (time step \( t = 10 \) is time 1, and one agent enters \( e_3 \) at time 1, and one agent at time 1 + gap, and 2 agents will be on \( e_3 \) until at least time step \( t = 110 \) (time 11). Both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are 1, so they make their next decision at time step \( t = 10 \) (time 1). At this time the traffic forecaster tells both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) that this agent of their flow will arrive at \( e_3 \) at the time step \( t = 20 \) (time 2) facing \( e_3 \) with cost 12 (because two agents entered \( e_3 \) in the preceding time unit) and \( e_4 \) with cost 10.5. Note that the traffic forecaster is only aware of the intention propagations before the current time step, and the traffic forecaster does not forecast the decisions at the current time step. Because the predicted cost of \( e_3 \) is smaller than the predicted cost of \( e_3 \), both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) will select \( e_4 \). Both will arrive at \( e_2 \) at time step \( t = 20 \) (time 2), and one of them (let’s say \( r_1 \)) will enter the edge \( e_4 \) at time 2 with a cost of 10.5, and the other one will enter the edge \( e_4 \) at time 2 + gap, with a cost of 10.5 + 10 = 20.5. We define \( SN_2 \) with gap < \( T \). So the flow \( r \) at the time step \( t = 10 \) will decide to go on the paths \( p_2 = (e_1, e_4) \) and \( p_4 = (e_2, e_4) \). The cost of the path \( p_2 \) will be \( c_{plonline}(1) = 1 + 10.5 = 11.5 \), and the cost of the path \( p_4 \) will be \( c_{plonline}(1) = 1 + 20.5 = 21.5 \). The total cost of the flow \( r \) will be \( c_{roracle}(1) = 1 \times 11.5 + 1 \times 21.5 = 33 \) with the SNIP online strategy.

From the above calculations \( c_{roracle}(1) = 33 > c_{roracle} = 26 \), so the worst case benefit of online data in the SNIP online routing game \( SN_2 \) is greater than 1. 

The above theorem points out that worst case benefit of online data below 1 is not guaranteed in SNIP online routing games. There is even stronger statement, because the worst case benefit of online data can be arbitrarily large, making the agents very unhappy, as the next theorem shows. Note, that this is not specific to intention propagation, just this property was not investigated for simple naive online routing games.

**Theorem 5.3.** Given any arbitrarily large number \( \alpha \), there are simple naive intention propagation online routing games with cost functions of the form \( a \times x + b \), where the worst case benefit of online real-time data is bigger than \( \alpha \).

**Proof.** Let us take the SNIP online routing game \( SN_2 = (t, T, G, r, c, k) \) from the above Theorem 5.2, and formulate its cost function \( c_{plonline} \) in a parametrized way by replacing the 10 coefficient with a 26 \( \times \alpha \) parameter: \( c_{plonline} = 10.5 + 26 \times \alpha \times x \). Repeating the reasoning as in Theorem 5.2, we get that \( c_{plonline}(1) = 1 + 10.5 + 26 \times \alpha \times 1 = 11.5 + 26 \times \alpha \), and \( c_{plonline}(1) = 1 + 11.5 + 1 \times (11.5 + 26 \times \alpha) = 23 + 26 \times \alpha \). The worst case benefit of online data is at least \( c_{plonline}(1) \times \alpha \times c_{roracle} = (23 + 26 \times \alpha) \times 26 = 23 + 26 \times \alpha \) which is bigger than \( \alpha \).

The third problem investigated in [1] is the question of equilibrium, and it is shown that equilibrium is not guaranteed in simple naive online routing games, because they may "fluctuate" at some flow values in some games. Now the question is whether intention propagation can help to avoid "fluctuation"?

**Theorem 5.4.** There are simple naive intention propagation online routing games which do not have equilibrium at certain flow values.

**Proof.** The SNIP online routing game \( SN_2 \) of Theorem 5.2 is an example which does not have equilibrium and shows fluctuation. We are going to continue the scenario of Theorem 5.2, and we show what will be the decisions of the flows after time step \( t = 10 \). The flow \( r \) at time step \( t = 10 \) decided to go on the paths \( p_2 = (e_1, e_4) \) and \( p_4 = (e_2, e_4) \), and there will be a flow on the edge \( e_4 \) from time step \( t = 20 \) (time 2) with cost 21.5. Because overtaking is not allowed on the edges, the cost of the edge \( e_4 \) will be 21.5 from time step \( t = 20 \), and this cost will linearly decrease as time goes by, reaching the value 12 at time step \( t = 115 \) (i.e. 95 time steps later), if no other flow enters the edge \( e_4 \). If the full flow \( r \) repeatedly goes on \( e_3 \), then the cost of \( e_3 \) is 12 (see the reasoning in Theorem 5.2), so the traffic forecaster will predict maximum 12 for the cost of \( e_3 \) and more than 12 for the cost of \( e_4 \) between time steps \( t = 20 \) and \( t = 115 \). This means that the flow \( r \) will select the edge \( e_3 \) until time step \( t = 110 \). Time step \( t = 110 \) will be the next decision point when the traffic forecaster will predict value below 12 for the cost of \( e_3 \), because it will tell both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) that the current agent of their flow will arrive at \( e_2 \) at time step \( t = 120 \) (time 12) facing \( e_3 \) with cost 12 and \( e_4 \) with cost 11.5. Because the predicted cost of \( e_3 \) is smaller than the predicted cost of \( e_3 \), both \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) will select \( e_4 \). Both will arrive at \( e_2 \)
at time step $t = 120$ (time 12), and one of them (let’s say $r_1$) will enter the edge $e_4$ with a cost of 11.5, the other one will enter the edge $e_4$ with a cost of 10.5 + $10 \times 1 = 20.5$ (see the reasoning in Theorem 5.2). So the flow $r$ at the time step $t = 110$ will decide to go on the paths $p_2 = (e_1, e_4)$ and $p_4 = (e_2, e_4)$. The cost of the path $p_2$ will be $c_{p\text{online}}(11) = 1 + 11.5 = 12.5$, and the cost of the path $p_4$ will be $c_{p\text{online}}(11) = 1 + 10.5 + 10 \times 1 = 21.5$. The total cost of the flow $r$ will be $c_{r\text{online}}(11) = 1 \times 12.5 + 1 \times 21.5 = 34$ with the SNIP online strategy. After time step $t = 110$, the cycle will start again: the flow $r$ will return to edge $e_3$, then after a while there will be a short switch to $e_4$, then $e_3$ again, etc. The flow $r$ will not have an equilibrium, and its cost will fluctuate between 13 and 34. \[\square\]

Now we have analysed SNIP online routing games, and we have proved that the three properties proved for simple naive online routing games in [1] are true for SNIP online routing games as well. However we can observe that SNIP online routing games manifest these properties in a different way, which we could describe informally as ”not so intensive”, because prediction helps to detect the problems even before they actually occur. So intention-propagation-based prediction helps to smooth down the problems, but cannot always prevent them.

6. Conclusions. In this paper we have investigated whether intention-propagation-based prediction solves some problems of collective adaptive systems composed of autonomously self-adapting navigation devices. The formal investigation was done on the SNIP online routing game model, which is a somewhat simplified model of the anticipatory vehicle routing system using delegate multi-agent systems described in [3], because the SNIP online routing game model does not include dynamic re-routing.

Online routing games are a novel formal model of autonomously self-adapting vehicle navigation systems using real-time data. The class of simple naive online routing games are the model of current commercial vehicle navigation systems, because current commercial navigation systems use the simple naive decision strategy, which searches the (possibly multiple objective [2]) shortest path, with taking into account the real-time information available at decision time. It is proved [1] that in simple naive online routing games equilibrium is not guaranteed, “single flow intensification” is possible and the benefit of online data is not guaranteed to be below 1. In practical terms these mean that if the vehicles use simple naive strategy, and they exploit real-time data, then the traffic may sometimes fluctuate: if there is congestion on some road, then many vehicles try to adapt to the situation, they select other route, and they cause congestion on some other road. Congestion may be created by the “single flow intensification” phenomenon as well, because vehicles entering the road network later may select alternative faster routes, and they may catch up with the vehicles already on the road, and this way they cause congestion. The result of all these is that sometimes the traffic may be worse off by exploiting real-time information than without exploiting real-time information. One of the causes of this strange behaviour is that vehicles become aware of congestions with delay, only after the congestion is formed. In order to improve this situation, anticipative adaptation techniques [17], among them the techniques of intention propagation and traffic prediction [3], was proposed.

In this paper we have proved that online routing games with intention-propagation-based prediction may also have ”single flow intensification” (although in a somewhat ”lighter” way), the worst case benefit of online data may go above 1 (in fact it may be arbitrarily large), and the traffic may fluctuate. In practical terms these mean that if vehicles use simple naive strategy, and they exploit intention-propagation-based prediction, then in some networks and in some cases the traffic may be worse off by exploiting real-time information than without exploiting real-time information.

We have pointed out that one of the causes of this surprising result is that the traffic forecaster predicts future traffic conditions based on the intentions of the vehicles already on the road, but it does not predict the intentions of the vehicles currently making decisions. If several vehicles make decisions at the same time, then they may make the same decision to take the same alternative route to avoid the already predicted congestion, and they cause congestion on the alternative route. Obviously, intention propagation helps the vehicles to detect the possibility of congestion formation before the congestion is actually formed, and thus there is smaller ”time window” to make the same ”wrong” decision to head towards the newly forming congestion. The technique of intention-propagation-based traffic forecast is therefore an important improvement to the simple naive online strategy.

Although intention-propagation-based traffic forecast is an important improvement, it does not fully take us closer to the goal that was set out in [1]: ”we expect that the application of these new strategies will
be individually rational choice, and therefore the decision strategies can be implemented in the navigation devices themselves instead of the centralized planning approaches like those of Google Maps and Waze, because some users are reluctant to provide private data for the centralized approach”. The implementation of intention propagation and traffic prediction involves a delegate MAS which is similar to GoogleMaps and Waze. Although the delegate MAS is distributed, it plays a kind of “central actor” role, because the delegate MAS may collect data about the agents similarly as Google Maps and Waze.

The results of this paper point out future research directions. One direction is to apply other "social" information sharing patterns [17], like gossiping, among vehicle agents to eliminate the "central actor" role of the delegate MAS, so that the vehicle agents have an integrated view of the intentions of all of the vehicle agents, but none of the agents in the system is able to discover the concrete intention of any other agent. Another research direction is to develop new decision strategies that can help to avoid that many vehicles make the same decision at the same time to cause congestion on the newly selected route. We hope that if such strategy is developed, then it may help us to keep the worst case benefit of online data below 1, and thus we can ensure that the users of navigation systems exploiting real-time data will never experience worse performance with online data than without online data.

Because we based our investigations on the online routing game model, our results can be transferred to other application fields than road traffic navigation. In the road traffic navigation field the goals are trips, the shared resources are roads, and the costs are travel times. For example, in cloud computing the goals are jobs to be done, the resources are computing resources, and costs are execution times; in intelligent manufacturing, the goals are workflows to be executed, the resources are manufacturing phases, and the costs are manufacturing times or real financial costs. These other fields can be modelled with online routing games or with online joint resource utilization games as defined in [1].
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